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Preface.
The Municipality of Pafos is currently initiating a new framework to create a new economic
pillar for its city. Based on innovation.
This document has been created to overlay the narrative and unifying thesis towards the recreation of Pafos as the leading Innovation ecosystem in Cyprus and the to-go-place to study
how to promote creativity, innovation and sustainable economy for a small-mid size city.
The document will seek to give an answer to three main questions:

WHY PAFOS?

the unique factors in Pafos making the city attractive for innovation

INNOVATION- BUT WHAT?

What fields of innovation should be applied to the city, and how
should it be connected to the local economic industry and Pafos’s current and future
community as well as the local tourism customers?

HOW WILL INNOVATION & CITY INTEGRATE?

how and where should innovation occur
within the city and how will it impact the city’s economy, experience and sustainability

This document is not an end game, but a dynamic playbook, which will evolve while the
innovation ecosystem will develop in Pafos.

I would like to thank Mayor Phedon Phedonos, for his courage, leadership and his belief in
the city of Pafos for promoting such a bold and synergetic plan for this city.

Arch. Rafi Rich. September 2019
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WHY PAFOS?
Pafos, is a calm, green and blue city with great history below and a great future above.

RELAX

With 340 days of sunshine a year, 40,000 hotel beds (about 30% of the national
capacity), a 6km promenade following the one of the cleanest bathing waterfront in Europe,
with 6 beaches boasting the ‘blue-flag’ rating for eco-beaches, and a UNESCO World Heritage
Archaeological Park with remains from the ancient Greek and Roman era, it is no surprise
that Pafos, is the most popular destination in Cyprus for couples & families (and weddings) visited by nearly 1.5 million tourists in 2018 (an annual increase of 7.8%), arriving via its
International airport, with flights from 42 destinations in 20 countries throughout Europe and
the Mediterranean.

GREEN & CLEAN

Pafos is a sustainable city, looking back to its historical roots, with a
fast growing number of historical buildings and sites being rediscovered- tracing the Roman
& Greek eras above and underground, as well rehabilitating from Ottoman and British
influenced centuries. Illegal buildings are being removed to give way to the original genius
loci (sense of place) of the old and new parts of the city, creating new buildings and spaces to
be used and revived. In addition, the city is investing largely in cleaning, and renewing
facades and open spaces, with a big focus on greenification with over 400 parks and openspaces within the city, including 2 linear parks being developed as we speak along the rivers
that border the city on the east and west-inclusively integrating nature with the city for all its
residents

FAST GROWTH & AFFORDABLE REAL-ESTATE Since the financial crisis in
2012-2013, Cyprus has a fast recovery, and is now amongst the high accelerating economies
of Europe. In 2018 (based on the PWC real-estate review), the GDP expanded by 3,9% (the EU
average was 2.1%) positioning the country’s GDP at around 18% higher compared to its
lowest level during the financial crisis. For the first time since 2011, Cyprus in 2018, recorded
a one-digit unemployment rate (8,4% compared to 2017: 11,1% and 16.1% in 2014). The
construction and tourism related sectors have been key employment contributors, providing
also opportunities to the most vulnerable groups, the young and the long term unemployed.
With tourism & transport contributing to 25% of the GDP and Real-estate 16%. Due to this
stability, low inflation, more disposable income of Cypriots and low interest rates on housing
loans (2.87% drop in 2018) transactions have recorded an annual growth of 6% of real-estate
sales and 12% growth in permit values.
Pafos, due to its attractive features detailed above has seen growth of 24% of these
transactions (second only to Limassol) growing in 5% in 2018 alone, and the largest portion of
properties acquired by foreigners (40% vs Limassol with 30%), mostly non-EU residents.
prices which have been very low during the crisis are also stabilizing and growing (5-8%
residential and 9% in office spaces)
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IT'S TIME FOR A NEW ECONOMIC PILLAR
)CALL FOR GLOBAL INNOVATORS(
While tourism and real-estate are a very important part of the local economy of Pafos and
Cyprus at whole, they both have risks and disadvantages to consider:
(a) Geo-Politics- Tourism but also Real-Estate (which is foreign investor dominated in Pafos)
are highly affected by economic and geographic instability in the countries dominating
tourism (i.e. Brexit in the UK is reducing the number of UK travelers, Rubal fluctuations in
Russia reduces the amount of travelers, and conflicts in the middle east reduce tourists from
those regions but also create a regional shock etc.)
(b) Prices of materials and labor- the improving GDP also means higher salaries and
higher demands for materials, that, in addition to changes in global markets bring prices of
Real-estate and tourist packages- reducing the attractiveness of the local market cost of
materials.
(c) Supply-demand variance- housing and tourist demands change, as the clientele is
changes, ‘Millennials’ want different thing than the ‘Y Generation’, Chinese differ from the
Russians, differ from the Israelis. Changing the supply in these markets are time and finance
consuming and therefore over crowding or misfit of services are becoming a huge risk.
(d) Low paying industries – Tourism & Real-estate mainly employ basic wages workers,
therefore although the national economy gains but most of the community involved in these
jobs are low paid and are dependent on risky and highly competitive financial markets.
In addition, two unique factors(e) Disruption in construction (changing regulations- mainly safety & sustainability,
changing housing & hospitality cultures and changing building construction methods), and
(f) Seasonality of Sea & Sun Tourism (large proportions of the hospitality sector is
unemployed from November to May, as well as municipalities loosing tourist taxes)
create a real need for a new economic pillar for Pafos to reduce dependency on these two
(interrelated) fields:
The Municipality of Pafos, has decided to promote Innovation as its third pillar of the
economy, through a 3-prone approach:

a. impact on residents’ lives by focusing on innovation relevant to Pafos’s unique factors
b. attractive & enabling atmosphere for local & global entrepreneurs and innovators
c. mentoring and nurturing local talent & future generations
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MAKING LEMONADE…
Every city has challenges, and Pafos is no different, and these global & local challenges are
directly affecting wellbeing, governance and local economies of all cities around the globe:

A. Climate Change – including increased risks of flooding, higher probability for droughts &
reduced access to potable water, drastic heat and cold temperatures- affecting quality of life,
health and access to food.
relevance for Pafos: As a coastal Island city focused on tourism, climate change may have
devastating effects of social and financial stability of Pafos

B. Challenges in providing urban services – including energy, water, transportation and
municipal services, due to uncontrolled growth, over-consumption, ageing / insufficient
infrastructure
relevance for Pafos: while energy, water & consumer based products are always a challenge for
Island economies, & the geographical (and cultural) situation challenges mobility &
accessibility, Pafos’s challenges are much larger due to the fact that although the population is
under 40,000 people, but with tourists, especially during holiday season, the city has to cater
for over 200,000, with a staff and budgetary framework fit for much less than the growing
amount of annual visitors

C. Economic & social Inequality- effected by global migration, widening wage gaps,
technological advances reducing need for unskilled workers, low trust and engagement
within low income communities, access to health education and knowledge etc.
relevance for Pafos: This issue is truly affecting Pafos, due to internal and regional refugees as
well as economic instability of families based on unskilled-labor salaries in construction and
hospitality

D. Urban growth & housing crisis- global & internal migration to cities, as well as changes in
family patterns and longer life expectancy create a real burden to urban housing stocks. The
issues are need for more houses but also cheaper and more flexible residence closer to
financial and social opportunities.
relevance for Pafos: although, currently there isn’t a housing crisis in Pafos, financial growth is
attracting global investors, elevating housing prices affecting affordability for locals.

E. The crisis of small and mid-sized cities - while large global cities attract talents and
institutions, and therefore attract financial growth and opportunities- small and mid-size
cities, which have the same challenges detailed above are expected to solve these issues with
less cards to play…
relevance for Pafos: Pafos is a small city with mid-size city challenges which is part of an island
economy which is in hard competition with EU mainland economies

We believe that the best strategy is to harness innovation to solve these issues (”When
life gives you lemons, make lemonade”) while focusing efforts to transform Pafos into a
test bed relevant to other small and mid-cities dealing with similar issues.
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PAFOS URBAN-TECH
)MAKING MONEY WHILE ANSWERING TO LOCAL CHALLANGES(
The target of creating one main narrative for innovation is to create a unifying framework
which will make the site (i.e Pafos) attractive for the future local entrepreneur.
While Big cities may opt for flexible innovation (i.e. anything goes) the size and character
creates natural enabling communities & atmosphere for development and trial of solutions.
Mostly without active involvement of the local authority.
However, in smaller& less central cities, open innovation may disrupt the local business
community (create a short term market for offices competing with more local SME’s) the
community (as they will tryout solutions which may conflictual to wellbeing- i.e. the overload
of e-scooters creating hazards in open spaces) and the local authority (less revenue stability
and need to answer to a wider range of data requests or regulatory changes)
while this is becoming an issue in all cities, it may have harsh influence on smaller cities.
in addition, as stated above. The best way to solve local problems is ask those that are
affected from them. Therefore, developing an ecosystem based on local problems will not
inly gain local trust but also may be attractive for entrepreneurs that want not only a place to
design and evolve but also constant feedback from their future market.
Therefore, we propose a unifying theme of innovation based on improving urban life urban,
i.e. UrbanTech. this will include focus on the 4 challenges stated above:
(a) Climate Change & Sustainability- solutions to improve resilience, awareness &
environmental quality, access to food, nature and healthy activities within built environment
(b) Urban services & infrastructure - solutions to improve administrative
governance through digital tools & data, inclusive access to municipal services, and higher
efficiency in water, energy, waste and the mobility sectors;
(c) Social & economic equality - solutions to improve inclusive access to health, and
education, provision of new opportunities for small & medium size businesses and answering
to issues of loneliness and inaccessibility to elders and handicapped;
(d) Urban growth & Housing - solutions to improve efficiency, cost, sustainability &
safety of buildings and building sites, as well as development of new housing and building
models, new hospitality services and adding analytics to the real-estate sector;
These four themes inter-connect when embedded within the urban fabric, and successful
solutions will not only create a better city but will also create high benefit to investors.
currently UrbanTech is one of largest sectors for global venture capital investment, attracting
22% of all funding, considerably more than pharma, biotech or artificial intelligence.
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A REGIONAL SMART & DIGITAL URBAN HUB
)PAFOS URBAN-TECH ECOSYSTEM(
“can one small city create a trend and transform itself, offering a new road for
the whole country?”
This vision, as stated by the mayor of Pafos, Mr. Phedon Phedonas. Is the core of the whole
idea of those new pillar of the economy.
Pafos as stated above has great advantages as well as challenges, but what is gains in location
and character it lacks in size. To compete in the global innovation market, cities need critical
mass. Pafos It is not big enough, or with enough talents and variety of places and activities to
compete with Barcelona, New York, or even Tel Aviv. So instead of competing, Pafos is
creating a new path, by creating a new model of an Innovation ecosystem, based on

sustainability, experience and co-creation.
The idea is not only to shape innovation on the local challenges, and create incentives for
investors to collaborate, and entrepreneurs to works within the city,
but to shape

the city as a living lab to enable Realtime validation, trial and feedback.

The Pafos Innovation ecosystem will attract developers & innovators based on the following:
A. dedicated working spaces: cost-based co-working spaces in locations relevant for
understanding, validating and trying the solutions. These locations will offer stong internet
connections, relax and professional atmosphere for your ideas & collaborative opportunities
with local business, innovators, and members of the community
B. open data: provision of access to an extensive open-data platform, which will collect
prior data, data within the validation period and monitor success of the solutions
C. training & mentorship: access to assistance in validating ideas, formulating
solutions, developing business plans & market trends, through available bootcamps,
acceleration processes and mentorship selection from local municipal & business leaders
D. beta-testing & community feedback: assistance in choosing & trying out the best
locations/ populations within the city to try and validate the solutions as well as access to
relevant community members which will give feedback at relevant stages
E. one-stop-shop business services : provision of streamlined administrative,
municipal & regulatory services relevant for promoting the business side of the initiative,
including cost-based financial & legal guidance by ………., and collaboration with local
business where relevant.
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A CITY OF INNOVATION
)WHERE WILL INNOVATION BE PRESENT(
The Regional innovation hub will not be one site or district but on innovation nodes,
throughout the city, creating an innovation network, aimed at connecting innovation to the
community.
the idea behind the network drafted below, is that the city and its communities should be
able to gain from the ecosystem, through three main components:
a. Validation: members of the community may contribute to the validation of the problems,
co-creation of the solutions, and affecting the process through realtime feedback
b. Co-creation: young adults & SME’s may gain curiosity, expertise & knowledge, and in
result, innovate, learning to code, create or create new e-based business models with focus
on shared-economy processes, with assistance of the Pafos Innovation Institute,
c. Economy of innovation: local businesses may gain direct and indirect financially, servicing
companies & innovators that will need access to food & beverage from local restaurants,
stationary, software & hardware services, storage, mobility, media services etc.
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THE URBANTECH NETWORK
The Pafos Innovation network mapped above, will have physical sites, exploration and
validation zones and strategic areas for growth and expansion.
the map above (a preliminary scheme which will evolve overtime) consist of 12 located
nodes, including (some overlapping):

4 main innovation hubs (the larger targets on the map), one for each theme:
- Climate Change & Sustainability;
- Urban services & infrastructure;
- Social & economic equality; and
- Urban growth & Housing.
Each hub would be located in a visible and attractive area renovated or planned for
rehabilitation, as such,
the climate change hub will be located along the northern linear nature park, and will include
open & built spaces enabling residents to experience the advantages of such innovation to be
utilized in their homes and communities
the urban service hub, located near the city hall, will include also urban data and information
as well as cradle to grave digital services,
the social & economic equality hub will be located in the Kato-Pafos semi-derelict business
area, will enable live-work-enjoy experience, through a carefully redesign of the prior club
area redefining the business experience and its connection to the society, (with an additional
focus on social equality in Moutallos area),
and the urban growth & housing Hub, will be located in the northern tourist strip bordering
the lower area of Moutallos, focused on redefining housing (in future housing projects and
rehabilitating existing projects) as well as the hospitality experience.

4 innovation strips:

areas where innovation will be visible, enabling experience, validation
and beta-testing , locating along the sea, the commercial strips (in Kato Pafos and the
municipal commercial roads) and along the linear parks.

4 co-working areas:

innovators to work and validate onsite in an attractive location
subsidized by the municipality to invite joint exploration and collaboration

1 main training and research hub:

the recently built Pafos Innovation Institute,
supporting innovators through applied research & guidance, while also teaching & growing
local & regional talents.
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A. TOURIST AREA (KATO PAFOS)
Area profile:
Geographic details :
The area is about 4 sqKm,
(with ‘universal area’
about
5
sqKm),
a total of XXX hotels and
apartments (about XXX for
hotel workers)
XXX business
population of XXXX

Hub location:
As shown in the photo
below, the hubs (purple
and blue targets) will be
located within the main
innovation strips (marked
in yellow)
chosen due to their need
for
redesign
and
renovation
due
to
underuse,
and
their
visibility and accessibility

Innovation themes:
Hospitality, commerce,
Environment & resilience,
governance,
mobility,
construction and housing.
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B. OLD PAFOS - KTIMA & MOUTALLOS
Area profile:
Geographic details :
The area is about 1.5 sqKm,
the location of the main
municipal & public buildings
including XXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX
total of XXX business
population of XXXX

Hub location:
As shown in the photo below,
the hubs (red and blue targets)
will be located within one
linear strip through the old
town and main focus points,
including a main hub & two
secondary
(Moutallos
&
transportation hub) & a
second zone near the PII)

Innovation themes:
Social impact, education,
commerce, governance &
mobility
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C. ROADS & RIVERS

Area profile:
Geographic details :
The area is about 1 sqKm
(central strip) and two linear
natural strips 3km long each,
the central strip includes
major commercial zones and
mix-use with housing
total of XXX business
population of XXXX

Hub location:
As shown in the photos
below, the hubs (red green
and blue targets) will be
located within the central
strip- including the major
municipal coworking space
and two secondary mobility
hubs.
Along the northern natural
strip, a sustainability eco hub
will be located and in the
southern hub, a municipal
digital
one
stop-shop,
adjacent to the stadium and
a smaller eco-hub will be
located,

Innovation themes:
Sustainability & resilience,
smart & green buildings,
commerce, governance &
mobility.
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